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All the time in the world - Nik Freitas

F        C                   Dmin      
When you don t know where to go
         Amin                Eb
I ve got all the time in the world
             Bb    Dmin               C
to finish anything before I watch you go
F            C                Dmin
And when you found a place to be
         Amin                Eb
I ve got all the time in the world
              Bb    
to watch the planes come in
Dmin                   C
waitin for you to come home
G                                 Bb
All the time in the world
F               C                 Dmin
And when you ve seen where you ve been
         Amin                Eb
I ve got all the time in the world
             Bb              Dmin            C
to listen to comparissons of everything back home
F             C             Dmin    
And when your missin stability 
         Amin                Eb
i ve got all the time in the world
            Bb           Dmin         C
to throw my hand out and catch curiosity
G                            Bb   F  Bb        | Dmin   E  | Amin
All the time in the world

     Dmin   Amin     Dmin G     F  E                
Open minds  can redefine  while we spend
Eb                  Bb
All the time in the world
Eb                 {|F     C | Dmin  Amin | Eb   Bb |  Dmin  C | }  X2  
All the time in the world

F        C              Dmin
When you decide to give in
         Amin                Eb
I ve got all the time in the world
                  Bb          Dmin           C
to listen to everything we ve already talked about



F             C             Dmin
And when you know where you stand
         Amin                Eb
I ve got all the time in the world
             Bb           Dmin               C
to watch you fly away and catch you when you land
Eb                  Bb
All the time in the world
Eb                  Bb
All the time in the world
Eb                  Bb
All the time in the world
Eb                  Bb
All the time in the world

(Eb                 Bb       )  Whistle for 8 bars and fade out


